Baysa Meeting
Start Time 730pm
1) Heading: Stysa has left it to the discretion of the individual clubs to handle the way they would
like to proceed with the HEADING Limitations / Banning at this time.
2) D3 Player counts have dropped significantly and as per Shirley would like to bring a discussion
about this in the next BAYSA President’s Meeting to find a solution to bring the numbers of
players up.
3) Thomas encouraged the involvement of GCYS parents to assist in order to bring games during
the season onto Galveston Island – Sandhill Crane Soccer Fields.
4) Ed mentioned problems with Gotsoccer issues which prevents him full access to reports on
gotsoccer even after calling their support. Thomas promised to clear this situation so Ed and
the others with full access don’t have issues in the future.
5) Houston Astros Representative Maggie Vivero wanted feedback from the clubs to see how the
Houston Astros would be able to have a soccer night during one of their games. Cost was
discussed as well as the scheduling of the event due to soccer and baseball season dates but she
will be going back to her manager to see what type of promotion would be doable to have a
baysa soccer night along with all the clubs involved as well as making it affordable for all.
6) Referee Clinic – Entry Level Clinic will be Dec. 30th at the Quest Location…………$80 cost
7) Discussion about changing from trophies to medals for U14 and older groups.
8) I’ll attach the proposed Dates for Spring Season…………As well as hand-outs that were given in
the meeting for your review.
9) Baysa D&P had a complaint of the facilities during the District Tournament over at Spindletop in
Beaumont which was they only had two porta-potties for the entire tournament. He
complained to a field representative but all they did was laugh at his complaint which Thomas
will email to voice this concern from BAYSA.
10) Max / Ed if you’d like to add anything to this please feel free……
Thanks,
Carlos

